CARTRIDGE, SAUSAGE, & BULK B-LINE GUNS

The Best Just Keeps Gettin’ Better!®

CARTRIDGE - B12

SAUSAGE - B12S20

BULK - B12B20

COMPARE THE B-LINE FEATURES WITH ANY OTHER DISPENSING TOOLS.

LONGER TOOL LIFE
Adjustment screw technology increases the life of the gun, as the tool wears you can adjust the screw to eliminate wasted motion.

INCREASED DURABILITY
The legendary double gripping plates and steel trigger means increased durability. If dropped, it won’t break!

USER FRIENDLY
Cartridge guns feature a built-in cartridge puncture tool and ladder hook pull. Convenient swivel carriage. Sausage and Bulk guns accept all Albion ladder hook pulls.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY
Albion’s improved pump efficiency helps get the job done quicker. It takes fewer pumps to empty a cartridge, resulting in more efficient hand motion.

The integration of Albion’s legendary quality with state-of-the-art engineering means that our B-Line tools surpass in value and durability!
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CARTRIDGE GUN MODELS

Model B1 (7:1 thrust ratio)
• Light, flexible, easy-to-operate
• High output for standard materials
• Smooth, consistent, drip-free application
• Built-in cartridge puncture wire and ladder hook pull.

Model B12 (12:1 thrust ratio)
• Smooth action / comfortable grip.
• Slotted front cap for easy loading.
• Built-in cartridge puncture wire and ladder hook pull.
• Available in Quart size, B12Q.

Model B18 (18:1 thrust ratio)
• All the features of the B12 with high thrust drive. For thicker materials.

Model B26 (26:1 thrust ratio)
• All the features of the B12 with Highest thrust.
• Easily handles highest-viscosity materials including 2K and the demands of cold weather use.
• Available in Quart size, B26Q.

SAUSAGE GUN MODELS

Model B12S20 (12:1 thrust ratio)
• High performance drive.
• Smooth action / comfortable grip.
• Easily adapts to cartridge or bulk.
• Light weight aluminum barrel.
• Includes: 3 Narrow Plastic Nozzles, 3 Black Cone Nozzles, 2 Polyplastic Sausage Pistons, 1 Hytrel Bulk Piston and Steel ladder hook pull.
• Available in 10oz capacity, B12S10.
• Available in 13oz capacity, B12S13.
• Available in 30oz capacity, B12S30.

Model B12S20 (18:1 thrust ratio)
• All the features of the B12 with high thrust drive. For thicker materials.

Model B26S20 (26:1 thrust ratio)
• All the features of the B12 with Highest thrust.
• Easily handles highest-viscosity materials and the demands of cold weather use.
• Available in 10oz capacity, B26S10.

Model B26 (26:1 thrust ratio)
• All the features of the B26 with Highest thrust.
• Easily handles highest-viscosity materials and the demands of cold weather use.
• Available in 10oz capacity, B26S10.

BULK GUN MODELS

Model B12B20 (12:1 thrust ratio)
• High performance drive.
• Smooth action / comfortable grip.
• Steel barrel.
• Includes: 3 Orange Cone Nozzles and Leather Pistons.
• Available in 30oz capacity, B12B30.
• Available in 10oz capacity, B12B10.

Model B26B20 (26:1 thrust ratio)
• All the features of the B26B20 with Highest thrust.
• Easily handles highest-viscosity materials and the demands of cold weather use.
• Available in 30oz capacity, B26B30.
• Available in 10oz capacity, B26B10.

BeadScope 360 Nozzle #1083-G01
Green Bent Cone Nozzle #935-4
Threaded Metal Nozzle Adapter #966-2

Sausage and Bulk Gun Accessories